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(54) HANDLING IDENTIFIER VALIDATION

(57) A method, performed by a network function, to
identify an invalid subscription concealed identifier (SU-
CI), the method comprising the network function: receiv-
ing a message containing a SUCI; determining that the
SUCI in the received message is invalid when a size of

the SUCI contained in the received message does not
satisfy a criterion associated with an expected size; and
rejecting the SUCI in the received message when the
SUCI in the received message is determined to be invalid.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This relates to the use and validation of an iden-
tifier.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Generally, all terms used herein are to be inter-
preted according to their ordinary meaning in the relevant
technical field, unless a different meaning is clearly given
and/or is implied from the context in which it is used. All
references to a/an/the element, apparatus, component,
means, step, etc. are to be interpreted openly as referring
to at least one instance of the element, apparatus, com-
ponent, means, step, etc., unless explicitly stated other-
wise. The steps of any methods disclosed herein do not
have to be performed in the exact order disclosed, unless
a step is explicitly described as following or preceding
another step and/or where it is implicit that a step must
follow or precede another step. Any feature of any of the
embodiments disclosed herein may be applied to any
other embodiment, wherever appropriate. Likewise, any
advantage of any of the embodiments may apply to any
other embodiments, and vice versa. Other objectives,
features and advantages of the enclosed embodiments
will be apparent from the following description.
[0003] 5G is a next generation of mobile networks de-
veloped by a standards developing organization called
the 3GPP. The earlier generations of mobile networks
were called 4G/LTE, 3G/UMTS, and 2G/GSM. A 5G net-
work is maintained and its services are offered by the so-
called Mobile Network Operators (MNOs). MNOs are dis-
tinguishable from each other by two types of codes,
namely the Mobile Country Code (MCC) and the Mobile
Network Code (MNC). In order to use a particular 5G
network offered by a particular MNO, users are required
to have a sort of contractual relationship with that MNO,
that relationship being generally called the subscription.
Each subscription in a MNO’s 5G network is identified
by a unique long-term identifier called the Subscription
Permanent Identifier (SUPI). Users wirelessly access a
5G network over-the-air using a wireless device known
as User Equipment (UE). Before providing any service,
a 5G network needs to identify a user, i.e., the user’s
subscription, behind a UE. For this purpose of identifica-
tion, UEs in earlier generation of mobile networks (4G,
3G, and 2G) used to send users’ unique long-term iden-
tifier over-the-air. This was considered a privacy issue
because users could be tracked or identified by any un-
authorized entity capable of intercepting message or act-
ing as man-in-the-middle over-the-air. However, in a 5G
network, an MNO has an ability to offer better privacy to
its users so that their unique long-term identifiers (i.e.,
SUPIs) are not visible over-the-air. That ability comes
from a mechanism in which UEs, instead of sending
SUPIs, calculate and send concealed a identifier over-

the-air, which is called the Subscription Concealed Iden-
tifier (SUCI).
[0004] The calculation of SUCI actually means the UE
encrypting the SUPI and is done before the SUCI is trans-
ferred over-the-air between the UE and the 5G network.
The encryption is of asymmetric type and uses the MNO’s
public key (denoted HN public key, HN meaning home
network). There could be multiple ways of doing the
asymmetric encryption of the SUPI for calculating the
SUCI, these ways denoted as encryption schemes.
Some example of the encryption schemes are EIGamal
encryption scheme, RSA encryption, and Elliptic Curve
Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES), There could al-
so be multiple variants of the same encryption scheme,
e.g., different elliptic curves could be used with an ECIES
encryption scheme like SECP256R1, SECP384R1, and
CURVE25519. Multiple variants of the same encryption
schemes are treated as separate encryptions schemes.
Therefore the above mentioned examples of the encryp-
tion schemes are EIGamal encryption scheme, RSA en-
cryption, ECIES-SECP256R1, ECIES-SECP384R1, and
ECIES-CURVE25519.
[0005] These encryption schemes could either be
standardized, say by the 3GPP, or be proprietary, decid-
ed by each MNO on its own. On one hand, the advantage
of standardized encryption schemes is that those encryp-
tion scheme becomes publicly available or known, which
increases inter-operability, e.g., all UE vendors could
support the standardized schemes. On the other hand,
the advantage of proprietary encryption schemes is that
each MNO can independently choose and use any en-
cryption scheme suitable to its operational efficiency, se-
curity and privacy offerings, or regulatory requirements.
[0006] Figure 1 is a high level sequence diagram show-
ing the message flow for UE Registration using SUCI.
[0007] In Step 101, the UE connects to a gNB over-
the-air (the gNB being a 5G base station and part of the
5G Radio Access Network (RAN)) and sends a Regis-
tration Request message which comprises a SUCI cal-
culated by the UE. In Step 102, the gNB forwards the
received Registration Request message to a core net-
work node. We denote that core network node as an Ac-
cess and Mobility Management Function (AMF) or Se-
curity Anchor Function (SEAF) interchangeably. The
gNB and AMF/SEAF are collectively denoted as the
Serving Network (SN). The SEAF further locates the Au-
thentication Server Function (AUSF). The SEAF then
creates and sends to the AUSF in Step 103 a 5G Au-
thentication Information Request (AIR) that among other
information contains the received SUCI. The AUSF then
contacts the Unified Data Management (UDM) or Sub-
scription Identifier De-concealing Function (SIDF) func-
tion in Step 104. The AUSF and UDFM/SIDF are collec-
tively denoted as the Home Network (HN).
[0008] Note that the in case of roaming the SN and the
HN belong to different MNOs while otherwise both the
SN and HN belong to the same MNO.
[0009] Note that registration involves more steps than
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these messages but this gives an overview of how the
SUCI travels over the network.
[0010] There currently exist certain challenge(s). In
5G, the calculation of SUCI could be done using one of
multiple encryption schemes. When a network function
(or network node, used interchangeably) in a 5G network
receives a SUCI (from a UE or from another network
function) it becomes challenging for the receiver network
function to determine if the received SUCI is valid or not.

SUMMARY

[0011] Certain aspects of the present disclosure and
their embodiments may provide solutions to these or oth-
er challenges. Specifically, there is disclosed a mecha-
nism that enables a network function to determine the
validity of a received SUCI.
[0012] There are, proposed herein, various embodi-
ments which address one or more of the issues disclosed
herein.
[0013] According to one embodiment, there is provided
a method performed by a network function to identify an
invalid subscription concealed identifier, SUCI, the meth-
od comprising:

receiving a message containing a SUCI;

determining a size of the SUCI contained in the re-
ceived message;

determining an expected size of the SUCI in the re-
ceived message;

determining whether the size of the SUCI contained
in the received message satisfies a criterion associ-
ated with the expected size;

determining that the SUCI in the received message
is invalid if the size of the SUCI contained in the re-
ceived message does not satisfy the criterion asso-
ciated with the expected size; and

rejecting the SUCI in the received message if it is
determined to be invalid.

[0014] According to another embodiment, there is pro-
vided a method performed by a wireless device for cal-
culating a subscription concealed identifier, SUCI, the
method comprising:

receiving a message indicating a criterion associat-
ed with a size of a SUCI;

calculating the SUCI based on an encryption
scheme;

determining whether the calculated SUCI satisfies
the criterion associated with the size of the SUCI;

and using the calculated SUCI only if it is determined
that it satisfies the criterion associated with the size
of the SUCI.

[0015] According to further embodiments, there are
provided computer programs for causing a suitably proc-
essor to perform the methods according to the previous
embodiments.
[0016] In addition, there are provided computer pro-
gram products, containing the respective computer pro-
grams. For example, the computer program products
may comprise computer readable media containing the
computer programs. The computer readable media may
comprise tangible media.
[0017] Certain embodiments may provide an effective
and efficient mechanism that enables network functions
to determine if a received SUCI is valid or not. The ef-
fectiveness comes from being able to confirm if any SUCI
is definitely invalid. The efficiency comes from being able
to discard invalid SUCI early and with minimal process-
ing. Consequently, robustness of network functions
could be increased.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] Some of the embodiments contemplated herein
will now be described more fully with reference to the
accompanying drawings. Other embodiments, however,
are contained within the scope of the subject matter dis-
closed herein, the disclosed subject matter should not
be construed as limited to only the embodiments set forth
herein; rather, these embodiments are provided by way
of example to convey the scope of the subject matter to
those skilled in the art.

Figure 1 is a signalling diagram, showing a UE Reg-
istration process;

Figure 2 is a flow chart, illustrating a method accord-
ing to this disclosure;

Figure 3 illustrates a communication network, includ-
ing network nodes and wireless devices;

Figure 4 illustrates in more detail a form of a wireless
device;

Figure 5 illustrates in more detail a form of a network
node;

Figure 6 is a flow chart, illustrating a first method;

Figure 7 illustrates a form of a wireless device for
performing the first method;

Figure 8 is a flow chart, illustrating a second method;
and
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Figure 9 illustrates a form of a network node for per-
forming the second method.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0019] In a 5G network, the UE calculates the SUCI
using one of multiple encryption schemes. The UE sends
the calculated SUCI to the 5G network. The gNB is the
first network function which receives the SUCI. The gNB
further transfers the received SUCI to the SEAF. The
SEAF further transfers the received SUCI to the UDM.
As such and as mentioned earlier, when a network func-
tion (or network node, used interchangeably) receives a
SUCI, it becomes a challenge for the receiver network
function to determine if the received SUCI is valid or not.
More concretely, it becomes a challenge for the gNB,
SEAF, and UDM to determine if the received SUCI is
valid or not.
[0020] One potential solution to address the said chal-
lenge is that both the UE and the 5G network agree be-
forehand on mutual identification of the encryption
scheme that the UE would use when calculating the SU-
CI. This mutual identification could be done by an iden-
tifier called the encryption scheme identifier. The actual
mechanism by which the UE and the 5G network become
able to mutually agree or share the encryption scheme
identifier is out of the scope, and is therefore not dis-
cussed except than mentioning that H Ns could use
mechanisms such as the so-called over-the-air (OTA)
provisioning. The standardized encryption schemes
could have correspondingly standardized encryption
scheme identifiers, e.g., if ECIES encryption is standard-
ized, then say ECIES-SECP256R1 is identified with en-
cryption scheme identifier 1, and ECIES-SECP384R1 is
identified with encryption scheme identifier 2. Similarly,
the proprietary encryption schemes could have corre-
spondingly proprietary encryption scheme identifiers,
e.g., if RAS encryption is chosen by a MNO, then that
MNO can choose some number of its choice, say 99 as
encryption scheme identifier. The UE would then send
to the 5G network, the SUCI comprising the encryption
scheme identifier that it used to calculate the SUCI. The
network functions could inspect the received encryption
scheme identifier and determine if the received SUCI is
valid or not.
[0021] While the above solution works, there are still
other aspects that need consideration. One aspect is that
the said encryption scheme identifier is not technically
bound to the actual encryption scheme that the UE used
to calculate the SUCI. While a genuine and well-behaving
UE would send the correct encryption scheme identifier
corresponding to the actual encryption scheme used, the
same cannot be said for a fraudulent or misbehaving UE.
This is true for both the standardized and the proprietary
encryption schemes and encryption scheme identifiers.
Another aspect is that, for proprietary encryption
schemes, determining and assigning the corresponding
encryption scheme identifier is generally in the merit of

the HN and is made available to the UE. Since, the SN
(comprising gNB and SEAF) is transferring the SUCI to
the HN, the proprietary encryption scheme identifiers are
not made available to the SN. Therefore, the SN does
not know which encryption scheme was used by the UE
for calculation of the SUCI when the encryption scheme
identifier is a non-standardized or proprietary value.
[0022] One consequence of the above mentioned as-
pects is that an invalid SUCI would only be detected after
the HN tried and failed to decrypt the received SUCI. As
we see from Figure 1, this happens very late in the proc-
ess and therefore an invalid SUCI would result in waste
of resources of all nodes up to the HN. Additionally, it is
not unlikely that a misbehaving UE would recalculate and
resubmit its SUCI causing the same issue to occur mul-
tiple times. Another consequence is that a fraudulent or
misbehaving UE could send an invalid SUCI on purpose
to harm the 5G network in general. This would waste the
resources of the network which possibly leads to valid
UEs being denied service. Yet another consequence is
that a fraudulent or misbehaving UE that is colluding with
the HN has a free one-way communication channel from
the UE to the HN. While it is unlikely that an UE and HN
are colluding in this way such attacks cannot be com-
pletely ruled out.
[0023] In the following, there is described a method
invention which mitigates the above mentioned prob-
lems.
[0024] It is noted that the size of the SUCI resulting
from the output of an encryption scheme (denoted en-
cryption scheme output) has a predictable size. For ex-
ample, when an encryption scheme, such as the above
mentioned ECIES, uses a 256-bit elliptic curve with point
compression, the size of the UE’s ephemeral public key
would be 256 bits; sign indication if any would be 1 bit;
encrypted output of the SUPI would be 60 bits. This
means that the total size of the SUCI resulting from the
output of any this encryption scheme would be in the
order of 320 bits. Similarly, when a RSA encryption
scheme is used, the SUCI could be in the order of 2100
bits.
[0025] The methods described here use the above
mentioned predictability of size of the encryption scheme
output to determine the validity of the SUCI. Further ex-
planation follows.
[0026] It is our teaching that standardized encryption
schemes could have standardized maximum size limita-
tion of encryption scheme output along with the stand-
ardized encryption scheme identifier. Then, network
functions (in RAN, SN, and HN) such as the gNB, SEAF
or UDM could reject SUCIs of size larger the maximum
size limitation. Similarly, it is also our teaching that pro-
prietary encryption schemes would similarly have propri-
etary maximum size limitation of encryption scheme out-
put along with the proprietary encryption scheme identi-
fier. This proprietary maximum size limitation of encryp-
tion scheme output could be made available to the net-
work functions in the HN as well as the SN. The SN could
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be informed of the size limitation either by additional sig-
naling between the HN and SN or for example through
separate operation and maintenance functions as a part
of the roaming agreement (for roamed or visited net-
works). We also teach that each network function could
also use its own local or a system wide maximum size
limitation so that any proprietary scheme does not exploit
the network. As an example of a local size limitation, one
part of the network, for example the AMF network node
may have a different expected size from another network
node such as the AUSF node. To avoid that UEs unin-
tentionally attempt to use proprietary SUCIs longer than
the local or system wide limitations set by the SN, such
size limitations could be broadcasted over-the-air in sys-
tem broadcast message or made known to UE in some
other protocol messages, such as a Random Access Re-
sponse (RAR) message.
[0027] Further, it is our teaching that there could also
be one overall worldwide standardized maximum size
applicable for all standardized or proprietary schemes.
That maximum size could for example be set according
to the transport block size of radio channel.
[0028] A person skilled-in-the-art will appreciate that
our teachings do not limit other types of size limitations
than the maximum type. One example is that, there could
also be a similar limitation on minimum size, so that the
network functions can reject SUCIs smaller in size than
that minimum size. Another example is that there could
be an estimated size and allowed deviation. For example,
an estimated size could be 500 bits and allowed deviation
could be plus or minus 100. The network functions would
then reject any SUCI longer than 600 bits or shorter than
400 bits. Further, there could also be customizable gran-
ularity of size limitations based on other aspects or infor-
mation, such as the time (for example a stricter size re-
striction could be applied at specific times when the net-
work is busy, such as during office hours); the location
(for example applying a stricter size restriction near sen-
sitive sites such as a parliament building); the network
load (for example applying a stricter size restriction when
the network is under particular load); the network type
(for example, applying a stricter size restriction if the net-
work is from a poor vendor); operator information (for
example applying separate size restrictions based on the
PLMN id); or roaming partner information (for example
applying stricter size restriction for devices from particu-
lar countries).
[0029] Figure 2 is an example flowchart, showing a
method of SUCI validation in network functions using
maximum and minimum sizes.
[0030] A network function that receives a SUCI could
start, as shown at step 202, when receiving a message
that contains a SUCI, by verifying that in general a valid
encryption scheme identifier has been used, if applicable.
For example, it could be a part of protocol parsing where
alphabet characters (a-z) are considered invalid for nu-
meric field (0-9). The receiver network could reject gen-
erally invalid SUCIs. If it is found that the encryption

scheme identifier appears generally valid, the process
passes to step 204, in which the network function further
checks the encryption scheme identifier and determines
whether a proprietary scheme is used or if a standardized
scheme is used. Then, the network function forks off ac-
cordingly.
[0031] If the encryption scheme identifier indicates that
a proprietary scheme is not used, the network function
determines an expected size of the SUCI contained in
the received message. This expected size will be known
based on the standardized encryption scheme that is be-
ing used. For example, in certain standardized schemes,
the expected size of the SUCI may be equal to the size
of the input, or may be equal to the size of the input plus
a size of a public key, or may be equal to a size of the
input plus a size of a public key, plus a size of an asso-
ciated Message Authentication Code. The network func-
tion then determines one or more criteria associated with
the expected size. For example, the network function
may determine a maximum size criterion (for example
greater than or equal to the expected size), or a minimum
size criterion (for example smaller than or equal to the
expected size), or maximum and minimum sizes defining
a size range criterion (for example encompassing the
expected size). The network function then checks wheth-
er or not the received SUCI complies with any corre-
sponding limits. In Figure 2, examples of these limits are
minimum and maximum lengths for SUCI. Thus, the proc-
ess first passes to step 206, in which it is determined
whether the SUCI is longer than a maximum length. If
so, the process passes to step 208, and the SUCI is re-
jected. If the SUCI is not longer than a maximum length,
the process passes to step 210, in which it is determined
whether the SUCI is shorter than a minimum length. If
so, the process passes to step 208, and the SUCI is re-
jected. If the SUCI is not shorter than the minimum length,
the process passes to step 212, and the SUCI is accepted
or processed.
[0032] If the encryption scheme identifier indicates in
step 204 that a proprietary scheme is used, the network
function determines an expected size of the SUCI con-
tained in the received message, based on the encryption
scheme. The network function then determines one or
more criteria associated with the expected size. For ex-
ample, the network function may determine a maximum
size criterion (for example greater than or equal to the
expected size), or a minimum size criterion (for example
smaller than or equal to the expected size), or maximum
and minimum sizes defining a size range criterion (for
example encompassing the expected size). In addition,
an overall maximum size may be set, such that this max-
imum size will apply regardless of the encryption scheme
that is used. The network function then checks whether
or not the received SUCI complies with any correspond-
ing limits. In Figure 2, examples of these limits are min-
imum and maximum lengths for SUCI. Thus, the process
passes to step 214, in which it is determined whether the
SUCI is longer than a maximum length allowed by the
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network function. If so, the process passes to step 208,
and the SUCI is rejected. If the SUCI is not longer than
the maximum length, the process passes to step 216, in
which it is determined whether the SUCI is shorter than
a minimum length. If so, the process passes to step 208,
and the SUCI is rejected. If the SUCI is not shorter than
the minimum length, the process passes to step 212, and
SUCI is accepted or processed.
[0033] In this figure, the consequence of determining
that the SUCI does not meet the specified criterion is said
to be that the SUCI is rejected. This means that some
action is taken, rather than normal processing of the mes-
sage including the SUCI. More specifically, one possibil-
ity is that the invalid SUCI will not be decrypted by the
network. Another possibility is no further processing is
done, and instead some error message will be returned,
e.g., authentication-failure or subscription-unknown or
invalid-SUCI. Other possible actions are logging, inform-
ing other nodes, re-provisioning the UE, paging the UE,
and trying to decrypt SUCI anyway using some other
heuristics. Another option is to just drop invalid messages
with no information provided to the nodes sending invalid
messages.
[0034] Thus, the figure shows the examples of these
limits corresponding to encryption scheme or the network
function itself. Note that when a standardized encryption
scheme is used, it is not preferable for the network func-
tion to have any kind of limit that results in rejection of
SUCIs that are within the standardized limits for the given
encryption scheme. However, for proprietary schemes
the network might have their own configuration of allowed
lengths.
[0035] It should be appreciated that our teachings en-
able network function to determine validity of SUCIs and
take corresponding actions, like proceeding with
processing of SUCI or rejecting SUCIs. Mind that our
teachings do not require network functions to perform
actual decryption of the received SUCIs. This makes our
teachings very efficient in the terms of computation. Fur-
ther, receiver network functions would be able to verify
validity of SUCI very early, for example by the network
functions in RAN (e.g., gNB), SN (e.g., SEAF) and can
early reject invalid SUCIs. This further increases efficien-
cy in the sense of network messaging overhead and re-
source allocation. Additionally, our teachings does not
have risk of rejecting valid SUCIs because valid SUCIs
would comply with the size limitation. In other words,
there is no chance of false negatives, which in turn makes
the method very effective.
[0036] A similar process to that described above can
be performed by the wireless device, when calculating a
subscription concealed identifier, SUCI. Specifically, the
wireless device may (in advance) receive a message in-
dicating a criterion associated with a size of a SUCI.
When wishing to communicate with the network, the wire-
less device may calculate the SUCI based on an encryp-
tion scheme. The wireless device may then determine
whether the calculated SUCI satisfies the criterion asso-

ciated with the size of the SUCI. The wireless device may
then use the calculated SUCI only if it is determined that
it satisfies the criterion associated with the size of the
SUCI.
[0037] For example, the wireless device may receive
the message indicating the criterion associated with the
size of a SUCI in a broadcast message or in a protocol
message sent specifically to the wireless device.
[0038] The criterion associated with the size of the SU-
CI may comprise a maximum size, a minimum size, or a
size range. The maximum size may be set based on the
scheme used for calculating the SUCI.
[0039] This allows the wireless device to carry out a
check before transmitting the SUCI to the network. If the
wireless device determines that the calculated SUCI
does not satisfy the criterion associated with the size of
the SUCI (that is, for example, if the size of the SUCI
exceeds a maximum size), in certain embodiments the
wireless device does not send the calculated SUCI to the
network. For example, if the wireless device finds out that
the generated SUCI is large, then it can recalculate SUCI
because there was some intermediate bug. The ME
could also try other encryption schemes if there is a
choice. The wireless device could also inform its vendor
or some network node via WIFI. The wireless device
could also try to connect via 4G or 3G or 2G where this
encryption is not used. Then the wireless device could
inform vendor or some network node via 4G or 3G or 2G.
[0040] Figure 3 illustrates a wireless network in accord-
ance with some embodiments.
[0041] Although the subject matter described herein
may be implemented in any appropriate type of system
using any suitable components, the embodiments dis-
closed herein are described in relation to a wireless net-
work, such as the example wireless network illustrated
in Figure 3. For simplicity, the wireless network of Figure
3 only depicts network 306, network nodes 360 and 360b,
and WDs 310, 310b, and 310c. In practice, a wireless
network may further include any additional elements suit-
able to support communication between wireless devices
or between a wireless device and another communica-
tion device, such as a landline telephone, a service pro-
vider, or any other network node or end device. Of the
illustrated components, network node 360 and wireless
device (WD) 310 are depicted with additional detail. The
wireless network may provide communication and other
types of services to one or more wireless devices to fa-
cilitate the wireless devices’ access to and/or use of the
services provided by, or via, the wireless network.
[0042] The wireless network may comprise and/or in-
terface with any type of communication, telecommunica-
tion, data, cellular, and/or radio network or other similar
type of system. In some embodiments, the wireless net-
work may be configured to operate according to specific
standards or other types of predefined rules or proce-
dures. Thus, particular embodiments of the wireless net-
work may implement communication standards, such as
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), Uni-
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versal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS),
Long Term Evolution (LTE), and/or other suitable 2G,
3G, 4G, or 5G standards; wireless local area network
(WLAN) standards, such as the IEEE 802.11 standards;
and/or any other appropriate wireless communication
standard, such as the Worldwide Interoperability for Mi-
crowave Access (WiMax), Bluetooth, Z-Wave and/or Zig-
Bee standards.
[0043] Network 306 may comprise one or more back-
haul networks, core networks, IP networks, public
switched telephone networks (PSTNs), packet data net-
works, optical networks, wide-area networks (WANs), lo-
cal area networks (LANs), wireless local area networks
(WLANs), wired networks, wireless networks, metropol-
itan area networks, and other networks to enable com-
munication between devices.
[0044] Network node 360 and WD 310 comprise vari-
ous components described in more detail below. These
components work together in order to provide network
node and/or wireless device functionality, such as pro-
viding wireless connections in a wireless network. In dif-
ferent embodiments, the wireless network may comprise
any number of wired or wireless networks, network
nodes, base stations, controllers, wireless devices, relay
stations, and/or any other components or systems that
may facilitate or participate in the communication of data
and/or signals whether via wired or wireless connections.
[0045] As used herein, network node refers to equip-
ment capable, configured, arranged and/or operable to
communicate directly or indirectly with a wireless device
and/or with other network nodes or equipment in the wire-
less network to enable and/or provide wireless access
to the wireless device and/or to perform other functions
(e.g., administration) in the wireless network. Examples
of network nodes include, but are not limited to, access
points (APs) (e.g., radio access points), base stations
(BSs) (e.g., radio base stations, Node Bs, evolved Node
Bs (eNBs) and NR NodeBs (gNBs)). Base stations may
be categorized based on the amount of coverage they
provide (or, stated differently, their transmit power level)
and may then also be referred to as femto base stations,
pico base stations, micro base stations, or macro base
stations. A base station may be a relay node or a relay
donor node controlling a relay. A network node may also
include one or more (or all) parts of a distributed radio
base station such as centralized digital units and/or re-
mote radio units (RRUs), sometimes referred to as Re-
mote Radio Heads (RRHs). Such remote radio units may
or may not be integrated with an antenna as an antenna
integrated radio. Parts of a distributed radio base station
may also be referred to as nodes in a distributed antenna
system (DAS). Yet further examples of network nodes
include multi-standard radio (MSR) equipment such as
MSR BSs, network controllers such as radio network con-
trollers (RNCs) or base station controllers (BSCs), base
transceiver stations (BTSs), transmission points, trans-
mission nodes, multi-cell/multicast coordination entities
(MCEs), core network nodes (e.g., MSCs, MMEs), O&M

nodes, OSS nodes, SON nodes, positioning nodes (e.g.,
E-SMLCs), and/or MDTs. As another example, a network
node may be a virtual network node as described in more
detail below. More generally, however, network nodes
may represent any suitable device (or group of devices)
capable, configured, arranged, and/or operable to enable
and/or provide a wireless device with access to the wire-
less network or to provide some service to a wireless
device that has accessed the wireless network.
[0046] In Figure 3, network node 360 includes process-
ing circuitry 370, device readable medium 380, interface
390, auxiliary equipment 384, power source 386, power
circuitry 387, and antenna 362. Although network node
360 illustrated in the example wireless network of Figure
3 may represent a device that includes the illustrated
combination of hardware components, other embodi-
ments may comprise network nodes with different com-
binations of components. It is to be understood that a
network node comprises any suitable combination of
hardware and/or software needed to perform the tasks,
features, functions and methods disclosed herein. More-
over, while the components of network node 360 are de-
picted as single boxes located within a larger box, or nest-
ed within multiple boxes, in practice, a network node may
comprise multiple different physical components that
make up a single illustrated component (e.g., device
readable medium 380 may comprise multiple separate
hard drives as well as multiple RAM modules).
[0047] For example, the illustrated network node 360
is a radio access network node. However, the methods
described herein may be used in any network node or
network function, including, by way of example only, and
without any limitation, core network nodes such as an
Access and Mobility Management Function (AMF) or Se-
curity Anchor Function (SEAF); an Authentication Server
Function (AUSF); or a Unified Data Management (UDM)
or Subscription Identifier De-concealing Function (SIDF)
function. In the case of such core network nodes, the
respective network node may include any or all of the
components shown in Figure 3, but may not include the
wireless communication functionality shown in the Fig-
ure.
[0048] Similarly, network node 360 may be composed
of multiple physically separate components (e.g., a
NodeB component and a RNC component, or a BTS
component and a BSC component, etc.), which may each
have their own respective components. In certain sce-
narios in which network node 360 comprises multiple
separate components (e.g., BTS and BSC components),
one or more of the separate components may be shared
among several network nodes. For example, a single
RNC may control multiple NodeB’s. In such a scenario,
each unique NodeB and RNC pair, may in some instanc-
es be considered a single separate network node. In
some embodiments, network node 360 may be config-
ured to support multiple radio access technologies
(RATs). In such embodiments, some components may
be duplicated (e.g., separate device readable medium
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380 for the different RATs) and some components may
be reused (e.g., the same antenna 362 may be shared
by the RATs). Network node 360 may also include mul-
tiple sets of the various illustrated components for differ-
ent wireless technologies integrated into network node
360, such as, for example, GSM, WCDMA, LTE, NR,
WiFi, or Bluetooth wireless technologies. These wireless
technologies may be integrated into the same or different
chip or set of chips and other components within network
node 360.
[0049] Processing circuitry 370 is configured to per-
form any determining, calculating, or similar operations
(e.g., certain obtaining operations) described herein as
being provided by a network node. These operations per-
formed by processing circuitry 370 may include process-
ing information obtained by processing circuitry 370 by,
for example, converting the obtained information into oth-
er information, comparing the obtained information or
converted information to information stored in the net-
work node, and/or performing one or more operations
based on the obtained information or converted informa-
tion, and as a result of said processing making a deter-
mination.
[0050] Processing circuitry 370 may comprise a com-
bination of one or more of a microprocessor, controller,
microcontroller, central processing unit, digital signal
processor, application-specific integrated circuit, field
programmable gate array, or any other suitable comput-
ing device, resource, or combination of hardware, soft-
ware and/or encoded logic operable to provide, either
alone or in conjunction with other network node 360 com-
ponents, such as device readable medium 380, network
node 360 functionality. For example, processing circuitry
370 may execute instructions stored in device readable
medium 380 or in memory within processing circuitry 370.
Such functionality may include providing any of the var-
ious wireless features, functions, or benefits discussed
herein. In some embodiments, processing circuitry 370
may include a system on a chip (SOC).
[0051] In some embodiments, processing circuitry 370
may include one or more of radio frequency (RF) trans-
ceiver circuitry 372 and baseband processing circuitry
374. In some embodiments, radio frequency (RF) trans-
ceiver circuitry 372 and baseband processing circuitry
374 may be on separate chips (or sets of chips), boards,
or units, such as radio units and digital units. In alternative
embodiments, part or all of RF transceiver circuitry 372
and baseband processing circuitry 374 may be on the
same chip or set of chips, boards, or units
[0052] In certain embodiments, some or all of the func-
tionality described herein as being provided by a network
node, base station, eNB or other such network device
may be performed by processing circuitry 370 executing
instructions stored on device readable medium 380 or
memory within processing circuitry 370. In alternative
embodiments, some or all of the functionality may be
provided by processing circuitry 370 without executing
instructions stored on a separate or discrete device read-

able medium, such as in a hard-wired manner. In any of
those embodiments, whether executing instructions
stored on a device readable storage medium or not,
processing circuitry 370 can be configured to perform the
described functionality. The benefits provided by such
functionality are not limited to processing circuitry 370
alone or to other components of network node 360, but
are enjoyed by network node 360 as a whole, and/or by
end users and the wireless network generally.
[0053] Device readable medium 380 may comprise
any form of volatile or non-volatile computer readable
memory including, without limitation, persistent storage,
solid-state memory, remotely mounted memory, magnet-
ic media, optical media, random access memory (RAM),
read-only memory (ROM), mass storage media (for ex-
ample, a hard disk), removable storage media (for ex-
ample, a flash drive, a Compact Disk (CD) or a Digital
Video Disk (DVD)), and/or any other volatile or non-vol-
atile, non-transitory device readable and/or computer-ex-
ecutable memory devices that store information, data,
and/or instructions that may be used by processing cir-
cuitry 370. Device readable medium 380 may store any
suitable instructions, data or information, including a
computer program, software, an application including
one or more of logic, rules, code, tables, etc. and/or other
instructions capable of being executed by processing cir-
cuitry 370 and, utilized by network node 360. Device
readable medium 380 may be used to store any calcu-
lations made by processing circuitry 370 and/or any data
received via interface 390. In some embodiments,
processing circuitry 370 and device readable medium
380 may be considered to be integrated.
[0054] Interface 390 is used in the wired or wireless
communication of signalling and/or data between net-
work node 360, network 306, and/or WDs 310. As illus-
trated, interface 390 comprises port(s)/terminal(s) 394 to
send and receive data, for example to and from network
306 over a wired connection. Interface 390 also includes
radio front end circuitry 392 that may be coupled to, or
in certain embodiments a part of, antenna 362. Radio
front end circuitry 392 comprises filters 398 and amplifi-
ers 396. Radio front end circuitry 392 may be connected
to antenna 362 and processing circuitry 370. Radio front
end circuitry may be configured to condition signals com-
municated between antenna 362 and processing circuit-
ry 370. Radio front end circuitry 392 may receive digital
data that is to be sent out to other network nodes or WDs
via a wireless connection. Radio front end circuitry 392
may convert the digital data into a radio signal having the
appropriate channel and bandwidth parameters using a
combination of filters 398 and/or amplifiers 396. The radio
signal may then be transmitted via antenna 362. Similar-
ly, when receiving data, antenna 362 may collect radio
signals which are then converted into digital data by radio
front end circuitry 392. The digital data may be passed
to processing circuitry 370. In other embodiments, the
interface may comprise different components and/or dif-
ferent combinations of components.
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[0055] In certain alternative embodiments, network
node 360 may not include separate radio front end cir-
cuitry 392, instead, processing circuitry 370 may com-
prise radio front end circuitry and may be connected to
antenna 362 without separate radio front end circuitry
392. Similarly, in some embodiments, all or some of RF
transceiver circuitry 372 may be considered a part of in-
terface 390. In still other embodiments, interface 390 may
include one or more ports or terminals 394, radio front
end circuitry 392, and RF transceiver circuitry 372, as
part of a radio unit (not shown), and interface 390 may
communicate with baseband processing circuitry 374,
which is part of a digital unit (not shown).
[0056] Antenna 362 may include one or more anten-
nas, or antenna arrays, configured to send and/or receive
wireless signals. Antenna 362 may be coupled to radio
front end circuitry 390 and may be any type of antenna
capable of transmitting and receiving data and/or signals
wirelessly. In some embodiments, antenna 362 may
comprise one or more omni-directional, sector or panel
antennas operable to transmit/receive radio signals be-
tween, for example, 2 GHz and 66 GHz. An omni-direc-
tional antenna may be used to transmit/receive radio sig-
nals in any direction, a sector antenna may be used to
transmit/receive radio signals from devices within a par-
ticular area, and a panel antenna may be a line of sight
antenna used to transmit/receive radio signals in a rela-
tively straight line. In some instances, the use of more
than one antenna may be referred to as MIMO. In certain
embodiments, antenna 362 may be separate from net-
work node 360 and may be connectable to network node
360 through an interface or port.
[0057] Antenna 362, interface 390, and/or processing
circuitry 370 may be configured to perform any receiving
operations and/or certain obtaining operations described
herein as being performed by a network node. Any infor-
mation, data and/or signals may be received from a wire-
less device, another network node and/or any other net-
work equipment. Similarly, antenna 362, interface 390,
and/or processing circuitry 370 may be configured to per-
form any transmitting operations described herein as be-
ing performed by a network node. Any information, data
and/or signals may be transmitted to a wireless device,
another network node and/or any other network equip-
ment.
[0058] Power circuitry 387 may comprise, or be cou-
pled to, power management circuitry and is configured
to supply the components of network node 360 with pow-
er for performing the functionality described herein. Pow-
er circuitry 387 may receive power from power source
386. Power source 386 and/or power circuitry 387 may
be configured to provide power to the various compo-
nents of network node 360 in a form suitable for the re-
spective components (e.g., at a voltage and current level
needed for each respective component). Power source
386 may either be included in, or external to, power cir-
cuitry 387 and/or network node 360. For example, net-
work node 360 may be connectable to an external power

source (e.g., an electricity outlet) via an input circuitry or
interface such as an electrical cable, whereby the exter-
nal power source supplies power to power circuitry 387.
As a further example, power source 386 may comprise
a source of power in the form of a battery or battery pack
which is connected to, or integrated in, power circuitry
387. The battery may provide backup power should the
external power source fail. Other types of power sources,
such as photovoltaic devices, may also be used.
[0059] Alternative embodiments of network node 360
may include additional components beyond those shown
in Figure 3 that may be responsible for providing certain
aspects of the network node’s functionality, including any
of the functionality described herein and/or any function-
ality necessary to support the subject matter described
herein. For example, network node 360 may include user
interface equipment to allow input of information into net-
work node 360 and to allow output of information from
network node 360. This may allow a user to perform di-
agnostic, maintenance, repair, and other administrative
functions for network node 360.
[0060] As used herein, wireless device (WD) refers to
a device capable, configured, arranged and/or operable
to communicate wirelessly with network nodes and/or
other wireless devices. Unless otherwise noted, the term
WD may be used interchangeably herein with user equip-
ment (UE). Communicating wirelessly may involve trans-
mitting and/or receiving wireless signals using electro-
magnetic waves, radio waves, infrared waves, and/or
other types of signals suitable for conveying information
through air. In some embodiments, a WD may be con-
figured to transmit and/or receive information without di-
rect human interaction. For instance, a WD may be de-
signed to transmit information to a network on a prede-
termined schedule, when triggered by an internal or ex-
ternal event, or in response to requests from the network.
Examples of a WD include, but are not limited to, a smart
phone, a mobile phone, a cell phone, a voice over IP
(VoIP) phone, a wireless local loop phone, a desktop
computer, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a wireless
cameras, a gaming console or device, a music storage
device, a playback appliance, a wearable terminal de-
vice, a wireless endpoint, a mobile station, a tablet, a
laptop, a laptop-embedded equipment (LEE), a laptop-
mounted equipment (LME), a smart device, a wireless
customer-premise equipment (CPE). a vehicle-mounted
wireless terminal device, etc.. A WD may support device-
to-device (D2D) communication, for example by imple-
menting a 3GPP standard for sidelink communication,
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I),
vehicle-to-everything (V2X) and may in this case be re-
ferred to as a D2D communication device. As yet another
specific example, in an Internet of Things (loT) scenario,
a WD may represent a machine or other device that per-
forms monitoring and/or measurements, and transmits
the results of such monitoring and/or measurements to
another WD and/or a network node. The WD may in this
case be a machine-to-machine (M2M) device, which may
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in a 3GPP context be referred to as an MTC device. As
one particular example, the WD may be a UE implement-
ing the 3GPP narrow band internet of things (NB-IoT)
standard. Particular examples of such machines or de-
vices are sensors, metering devices such as power me-
ters, industrial machinery, or home or personal applianc-
es (e.g. refrigerators, televisions, etc.) personal weara-
bles (e.g., watches, fitness trackers, etc.). In other sce-
narios, a WD may represent a vehicle or other equipment
that is capable of monitoring and/or reporting on its op-
erational status or other functions associated with its op-
eration. A WD as described above may represent the
endpoint of a wireless connection, in which case the de-
vice may be referred to as a wireless terminal. Further-
more, a WD as described above may be mobile, in which
case it may also be referred to as a mobile device or a
mobile terminal.
[0061] As illustrated, wireless device 310 includes an-
tenna 311, interface 314, processing circuitry 320, device
readable medium 330, user interface equipment 332,
auxiliary equipment 334, power source 336 and power
circuitry 337. WD 310 may include multiple sets of one
or more of the illustrated components for different wire-
less technologies supported by WD 310, such as, for
example, GSM, WCDMA, LTE, NR, WiFi, WiMAX, or
Bluetooth wireless technologies, just to mention a few.
These wireless technologies may be integrated into the
same or different chips or set of chips as other compo-
nents within WD 310.
[0062] Antenna 311 may include one or more antennas
or antenna arrays, configured to send and/or receive
wireless signals, and is connected to interface 314. In
certain alternative embodiments, antenna 311 may be
separate from WD 310 and be connectable to WD 310
through an interface or port. Antenna 311, interface 314,
and/or processing circuitry 320 may be configured to per-
form any receiving or transmitting operations described
herein as being performed by a WD. Any information,
data and/or signals may be received from a network node
and/or another WD. In some embodiments, radio front
end circuitry and/or antenna 311 may be considered an
interface.
[0063] As illustrated, interface 314 comprises radio
front end circuitry 312 and antenna 311. Radio front end
circuitry 312 comprise one or more filters 318 and am-
plifiers 316. Radio front end circuitry 314 is connected to
antenna 311 and processing circuitry 320, and is config-
ured to condition signals communicated between anten-
na 311 and processing circuitry 320. Radio front end cir-
cuitry 312 may be coupled to or a part of antenna 311.
In some embodiments, WD 310 may not include separate
radio front end circuitry 312; rather, processing circuitry
320 may comprise radio front end circuitry and may be
connected to antenna 311. Similarly, in some embodi-
ments, some or all of RF transceiver circuitry 322 may
be considered a part of interface 314. Radio front end
circuitry 312 may receive digital data that is to be sent
out to other network nodes or WDs via a wireless con-

nection. Radio front end circuitry 312 may convert the
digital data into a radio signal having the appropriate
channel and bandwidth parameters using a combination
of filters 318 and/or amplifiers 316. The radio signal may
then be transmitted via antenna 311. Similarly, when re-
ceiving data, antenna 311 may collect radio signals which
are then converted into digital data by radio front end
circuitry 312. The digital data may be passed to process-
ing circuitry 320. In other embodiments, the interface may
comprise different components and/or different combi-
nations of components.
[0064] Processing circuitry 320 may comprise a com-
bination of one or more of a microprocessor, controller,
microcontroller, central processing unit, digital signal
processor, application-specific integrated circuit, field
programmable gate array, or any other suitable comput-
ing device, resource, or combination of hardware, soft-
ware, and/or encoded logic operable to provide, either
alone or in conjunction with other WD 310 components,
such as device readable medium 330, WD 310 function-
ality. Such functionality may include providing any of the
various wireless features or benefits discussed herein.
For example, processing circuitry 320 may execute in-
structions stored in device readable medium 330 or in
memory within processing circuitry 320 to provide the
functionality disclosed herein.
[0065] As illustrated, processing circuitry 320 includes
one or more of RF transceiver circuitry 322, baseband
processing circuitry 324, and application processing cir-
cuitry 326. In other embodiments, the processing circuitry
may comprise different components and/or different
combinations of components. In certain embodiments
processing circuitry 320 of WD 310 may comprise a SOC.
In some embodiments, RF transceiver circuitry 322,
baseband processing circuitry 324, and application
processing circuitry 326 may be on separate chips or
sets of chips. In alternative embodiments, part or all of
baseband processing circuitry 324 and application
processing circuitry 326 may be combined into one chip
or set of chips, and RF transceiver circuitry 322 may be
on a separate chip or set of chips. In still alternative em-
bodiments, part or all of RF transceiver circuitry 322 and
baseband processing circuitry 324 may be on the same
chip or set of chips, and application processing circuitry
326 may be on a separate chip or set of chips. In yet
other alternative embodiments, part or all of RF trans-
ceiver circuitry 322, baseband processing circuitry 324,
and application processing circuitry 326 may be com-
bined in the same chip or set of chips. In some embodi-
ments, RF transceiver circuitry 322 may be a part of in-
terface 314. RF transceiver circuitry 322 may condition
RF signals for processing circuitry 320.
[0066] In certain embodiments, some or all of the func-
tionality described herein as being performed by a WD
may be provided by processing circuitry 320 executing
instructions stored on device readable medium 330,
which in certain embodiments may be a computer-read-
able storage medium. In alternative embodiments, some
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or all of the functionality may be provided by processing
circuitry 320 without executing instructions stored on a
separate or discrete device readable storage medium,
such as in a hard-wired manner. In any of those particular
embodiments, whether executing instructions stored on
a device readable storage medium or not, processing
circuitry 320 can be configured to perform the described
functionality. The benefits provided by such functionality
are not limited to processing circuitry 320 alone or to other
components of WD 310, but are enjoyed by WD 310 as
a whole, and/or by end users and the wireless network
generally.
[0067] Processing circuitry 320 may be configured to
perform any determining, calculating, or similar opera-
tions (e.g., certain obtaining operations) described herein
as being performed by a WD. These operations, as per-
formed by processing circuitry 320, may include process-
ing information obtained by processing circuitry 320 by,
for example, converting the obtained information into oth-
er information, comparing the obtained information or
converted information to information stored by WD 310,
and/or performing one or more operations based on the
obtained information or converted information, and as a
result of said processing making a determination.
[0068] Device readable medium 330 may be operable
to store a computer program, software, an application
including one or more of logic, rules, code, tables, etc.
and/or other instructions capable of being executed by
processing circuitry 320. Device readable medium 330
may include computer memory (e.g., Random Access
Memory (RAM) or Read Only Memory (ROM)), mass
storage media (e.g., a hard disk), removable storage me-
dia (e.g., a Compact Disk (CD) or a Digital Video Disk
(DVD)), and/or any other volatile or non-volatile, non-
transitory device readable and/or computer executable
memory devices that store information, data, and/or in-
structions that may be used by processing circuitry 320.
In some embodiments, processing circuitry 320 and de-
vice readable medium 330 may be considered to be in-
tegrated.
[0069] User interface equipment 332 may provide
components that allow for a human user to interact with
WD 310. Such interaction may be of many forms, such
as visual, audial, tactile, etc. User interface equipment
332 may be operable to produce output to the user and
to allow the user to provide input to WD 310. The type of
interaction may vary depending on the type of user inter-
face equipment 332 installed in WD 310. For example,
if WD 310 is a smart phone, the interaction may be via a
touch screen; if WD 310 is a smart meter, the interaction
may be through a screen that provides usage (e.g., the
number of gallons used) or a speaker that provides an
audible alert (e.g., if smoke is detected). User interface
equipment 332 may include input interfaces, devices and
circuits, and output interfaces, devices and circuits. User
interface equipment 332 is configured to allow input of
information into WD 310, and is connected to processing
circuitry 320 to allow processing circuitry 320 to process

the input information. User interface equipment 332 may
include, for example, a microphone, a proximity or other
sensor, keys/buttons, a touch display, one or more cam-
eras, a USB port, or other input circuitry. User interface
equipment 332 is also configured to allow output of in-
formation from WD 310, and to allow processing circuitry
320 to output information from WD 310. User interface
equipment 332 may include, for example, a speaker, a
display, vibrating circuitry, a USB port, a headphone in-
terface, or other output circuitry. Using one or more input
and output interfaces, devices, and circuits, of user in-
terface equipment 332, WD 310 may communicate with
end users and/or the wireless network, and allow them
to benefit from the functionality described herein.
[0070] Auxiliary equipment 334 is operable to provide
more specific functionality which may not be generally
performed by WDs. This may comprise specialized sen-
sors for doing measurements for various purposes, in-
terfaces for additional types of communication such as
wired communications etc. The inclusion and type of
components of auxiliary equipment 334 may vary de-
pending on the embodiment and/or scenario.
[0071] Power source 336 may, in some embodiments,
be in the form of a battery or battery pack. Other types
of power sources, such as an external power source (e.g.,
an electricity outlet), photovoltaic devices or power cells,
may also be used. WD 310 may further comprise power
circuitry 337 for delivering power from power source 336
to the various parts of WD 310 which need power from
power source 336 to carry out any functionality described
or indicated herein. Power circuitry 337 may in certain
embodiments comprise power management circuitry.
Power circuitry 337 may additionally or alternatively be
operable to receive power from an external power
source; in which case WD 310 may be connectable to
the external power source (such as an electricity outlet)
via input circuitry or an interface such as an electrical
power cable. Power circuitry 337 may also in certain em-
bodiments be operable to deliver power from an external
power source to power source 336. This may be, for ex-
ample, for the charging of power source 336. Power cir-
cuitry 337 may perform any formatting, converting, or oth-
er modification to the power from power source 336 to
make the power suitable for the respective components
of WD 310 to which power is supplied.
[0072] Figure 4 illustrates one embodiment of a UE in
accordance with various aspects described herein. As
used herein, a user equipment or UE may not necessarily
have a user in the sense of a human user who owns
and/or operates the relevant device. Instead, a UE may
represent a device that is intended for sale to, or opera-
tion by, a human user but which may not, or which may
not initially, be associated with a specific human user
(e.g., a smart sprinkler controller). Alternatively, a UE
may represent a device that is not intended for sale to,
or operation by, an end user but which may be associated
with or operated for the benefit of a user (e.g., a smart
power meter). UE 400 may be any UE identified by the
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3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), including a
NB-loT UE, a machine type communication (MTC) UE,
and/or an enhanced MTC (eMTC) UE. UE 400, as illus-
trated in Figure 4, is one example of a WD configured for
communication in accordance with one or more commu-
nication standards promulgated by the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP), such as 3GPP’s GSM,
UMTS, LTE, and/or 5G standards. As mentioned previ-
ously, the term WD and UE may be used interchangea-
ble. Accordingly, although Figure 4 is a UE, the compo-
nents discussed herein are equally applicable to a WD,
and vice-versa.
[0073] In Figure 4, UE 400 includes processing circuit-
ry 401 that is operatively coupled to input/output interface
405, radio frequency (RF) interface 409, network con-
nection interface 411, memory 415 including random ac-
cess memory (RAM) 417, read-only memory (ROM) 419,
and storage medium 421 or the like, communication sub-
system 431, power source 433, and/or any other com-
ponent, or any combination thereof. Storage medium 421
includes operating system 423, application program 425,
and data 427. In other embodiments, storage medium
421 may include other similar types of information. Cer-
tain UEs may utilize all of the components shown in Fig-
ure 4, or only a subset of the components. The level of
integration between the components may vary from one
UE to another UE. Further, certain UEs may contain mul-
tiple instances of a component, such as multiple proces-
sors, memories, transceivers, transmitters, receivers,
etc.
[0074] In Figure 4, processing circuitry 401 may be
configured to process computer instructions and data.
Processing circuitry 401 may be configured to implement
any sequential state machine operative to execute ma-
chine instructions stored as machine-readable computer
programs in the memory, such as one or more hardware-
implemented state machines (e.g., in discrete logic, FP-
GA, ASIC, etc.); programmable logic together with ap-
propriate firmware; one or more stored program, general-
purpose processors, such as a microprocessor or Digital
Signal Processor (DSP), together with appropriate soft-
ware; or any combination of the above. For example, the
processing circuitry 401 may include two central process-
ing units (CPUs). Data may be information in a form suit-
able for use by a computer.
[0075] In the depicted embodiment, input/output inter-
face 405 may be configured to provide a communication
interface to an input device, output device, or input and
output device. UE 400 may be configured to use an output
device via input/output interface 405. An output device
may use the same type of interface port as an input de-
vice. For example, a USB port may be used to provide
input to and output from UE 400. The output device may
be a speaker, a sound card, a video card, a display, a
monitor, a printer, an actuator, an emitter, a smartcard,
another output device, or any combination thereof. UE
400 may be configured to use an input device via in-
put/output interface 405 to allow a user to capture infor-

mation into UE 400. The input device may include a
touch-sensitive or presence-sensitive display, a camera
(e.g., a digital camera, a digital video camera, a web cam-
era, etc.), a microphone, a sensor, a mouse, a trackball,
a directional pad, a trackpad, a scroll wheel, a smartcard,
and the like. The presence-sensitive display may include
a capacitive or resistive touch sensor to sense input from
a user. A sensor may be, for instance, an accelerometer,
a gyroscope, a tilt sensor, a force sensor, a magnetom-
eter, an optical sensor, a proximity sensor, another like
sensor, or any combination thereof. For example, the in-
put device may be an accelerometer, a magnetometer,
a digital camera, a microphone, and an optical sensor.
[0076] In Figure 4, RF interface 409 may be configured
to provide a communication interface to RF components
such as a transmitter, a receiver, and an antenna. Net-
work connection interface 411 may be configured to pro-
vide a communication interface to network 443a. Network
443a may encompass wired and/or wireless networks
such as a local-area network (LAN), a wide-area network
(WAN), a computer network, a wireless network, a tele-
communications network, another like network or any
combination thereof. For example, network 443a may
comprise a Wi-Fi network. Network connection interface
411 may be configured to include a receiver and a trans-
mitter interface used to communicate with one or more
other devices over a communication network according
to one or more communication protocols, such as Ether-
net, TCP/IP, SONET, ATM, or the like. Network connec-
tion interface 411 may implement receiver and transmit-
ter functionality appropriate to the communication net-
work links (e.g., optical, electrical, and the like). The
transmitter and receiver functions may share circuit com-
ponents, software or firmware, or alternatively may be
implemented separately.
[0077] RAM 417 may be configured to interface via bus
402 to processing circuitry 401 to provide storage or
caching of data or computer instructions during the exe-
cution of software programs such as the operating sys-
tem, application programs, and device drivers. ROM 419
may be configured to provide computer instructions or
data to processing circuitry 401. For example, ROM 419
may be configured to store invariant low-level system
code or data for basic system functions such as basic
input and output (I/O), startup, or reception of keystrokes
from a keyboard that are stored in a non-volatile memory.
Storage medium 421 may be configured to include mem-
ory such as RAM, ROM, programmable read-only mem-
ory (PROM), erasable programmable read-only memory
(EPROM), electrically erasable programmable read-only
memory (EEPROM), magnetic disks, optical disks, flop-
py disks, hard disks, removable cartridges, or flash
drives. In one example, storage medium 421 may be con-
figured to include operating system 423, application pro-
gram 425 such as a web browser application, a widget
or gadget engine or another application, and data file
427. Storage medium 421 may store, for use by UE 400,
any of a variety of various operating systems or combi-
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nations of operating systems.
[0078] Storage medium 421 may be configured to in-
clude a number of physical drive units, such as redundant
array of independent disks (RAID), floppy disk drive, flash
memory, USB flash drive, external hard disk drive, thumb
drive, pen drive, key drive, high-density digital versatile
disc (HD-DVD) optical disc drive, internal hard disk drive,
Blu-Ray optical disc drive, holographic digital data stor-
age (HDDS) optical disc drive, external mini-dual in-line
memory module (DIMM), synchronous dynamic random
access memory (SDRAM), external micro-DIMM
SDRAM, smartcard memory such as a subscriber identity
module or a removable user identity (SIM/RUIM) module,
other memory, or any combination thereof. Storage me-
dium 421 may allow UE 400 to access computer-execut-
able instructions, application programs or the like, stored
on transitory or non-transitory memory media, to off-load
data, or to upload data. An article of manufacture, such
as one utilizing a communication system may be tangibly
embodied in storage medium 421, which may comprise
a device readable medium.
[0079] In Figure 4, processing circuitry 401 may be
configured to communicate with network 443b using
communication subsystem 431. Network 443a and net-
work 443b may be the same network or networks or dif-
ferent network or networks. Communication subsystem
431 may be configured to include one or more transceiv-
ers used to communicate with network 443b. For exam-
ple, communication subsystem 431 may be configured
to include one or more transceivers used to communicate
with one or more remote transceivers of another device
capable of wireless communication such as another WD,
UE, or base station of a radio access network (RAN) ac-
cording to one or more communication protocols, such
as IEEE 802.11, CDMA, WCDMA, GSM, LTE, UTRAN,
WiMax, or the like. Each transceiver may include trans-
mitter 433 and/or receiver 435 to implement transmitter
or receiver functionality, respectively, appropriate to the
RAN links (e.g., frequency allocations and the like). Fur-
ther, transmitter 433 and receiver 435 of each transceiver
may share circuit components, software or firmware, or
alternatively may be implemented separately.
[0080] In the illustrated embodiment, the communica-
tion functions of communication subsystem 431 may in-
clude data communication, voice communication, multi-
media communication, short-range communications
such as Bluetooth, near-field communication, location-
based communication such as the use of the global po-
sitioning system (GPS) to determine a location, another
like communication function, or any combination thereof.
For example, communication subsystem 431 may in-
clude cellular communication, Wi-Fi communication,
Bluetooth communication, and GPS communication.
Network 443b may encompass wired and/or wireless net-
works such as a local-area network (LAN), a wide-area
network (WAN), a computer network, a wireless network,
a telecommunications network, another like network or
any combination thereof. For example, network 443b

may be a cellular network, a Wi-Fi network, and/or a near-
field network. Power source 413 may be configured to
provide alternating current (AC) or direct current (DC)
power to components of UE 400.
[0081] The features, benefits and/or functions de-
scribed herein may be implemented in one of the com-
ponents of UE 400 or partitioned across multiple compo-
nents of UE 400. Further, the features, benefits, and/or
functions described herein may be implemented in any
combination of hardware, software or firmware. In one
example, communication subsystem 431 may be config-
ured to include any of the components described herein.
Further, processing circuitry 401 may be configured to
communicate with any of such components over bus 402.
In another example, any of such components may be
represented by program instructions stored in memory
that when executed by processing circuitry 401 perform
the corresponding functions described herein. In another
example, the functionality of any of such components
may be partitioned between processing circuitry 401 and
communication subsystem 431. In another example, the
non-computationally intensive functions of any of such
components may be implemented in software or firmware
and the computationally intensive functions may be im-
plemented in hardware.
[0082] Figure 5 is a schematic block diagram illustrat-
ing a virtualization environment 500 in which functions
implemented by some embodiments may be virtualized.
In the present context, virtualizing means creating virtual
versions of apparatuses or devices which may include
virtualizing hardware platforms, storage devices and net-
working resources. As used herein, virtualization can be
applied to a node (e.g., a virtualized base station or a
virtualized radio access node) or to a device (e.g., a UE,
a wireless device or any other type of communication
device) or components thereof and relates to an imple-
mentation in which at least a portion of the functionality
is implemented as one or more virtual components (e.g.,
via one or more applications, components, functions, vir-
tual machines or containers executing on one or more
physical processing nodes in one or more networks).
[0083] In some embodiments, some or all of the func-
tions described herein may be implemented as virtual
components executed by one or more virtual machines
implemented in one or more virtual environments 500
hosted by one or more of hardware nodes 530. Further,
in embodiments in which the virtual node is not a radio
access node or does not require radio connectivity (e.g.,
a core network node), then the network node may be
entirely virtualized.
[0084] The functions may be implemented by one or
more applications 520 (which may alternatively be called
software instances, virtual appliances, network func-
tions, virtual nodes, virtual network functions, etc.) oper-
ative to implement some of the features, functions, and/or
benefits of some of the embodiments disclosed herein.
Applications 520 are run in virtualization environment 500
which provides hardware 530 comprising processing cir-
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cuitry 560 and memory 590. Memory 590 contains in-
structions 595 executable by processing circuitry 560
whereby application 520 is operative to provide one or
more of the features, benefits, and/or functions disclosed
herein.
[0085] Virtualization environment 500, comprises gen-
eral-purpose or special-purpose network hardware de-
vices 530 comprising a set of one or more processors or
processing circuitry 560, which may be commercial off-
the-shelf (COTS) processors, dedicated Application
Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), or any other type of
processing circuitry including digital or analog hardware
components or special purpose processors. Each hard-
ware device may comprise memory 590-1 which may be
non-persistent memory for temporarily storing instruc-
tions 595 or software executed by processing circuitry
560. Each hardware device may comprise one or more
network interface controllers (NICs) 570, also known as
network interface cards, which include physical network
interface 580. Each hardware device may also include
non-transitory, persistent, machine-readable storage
media 590-2 having stored therein software 595 and/or
instructions executable by processing circuitry 560. Soft-
ware 595 may include any type of software including soft-
ware for instantiating one or more virtualization layers
550 (also referred to as hypervisors), software to execute
virtual machines 540 as well as software allowing it to
execute functions, features and/or benefits described in
relation with some embodiments described herein.
[0086] Virtual machines 540, comprise virtual process-
ing, virtual memory, virtual networking or interface and
virtual storage, and may be run by a corresponding vir-
tualization layer 550 or hypervisor. Different embodi-
ments of the instance of virtual appliance 520 may be
implemented on one or more of virtual machines 540,
and the implementations may be made in different ways.
[0087] During operation, processing circuitry 560 exe-
cutes software 595 to instantiate the hypervisor or virtu-
alization layer 550, which may sometimes be referred to
as a virtual machine monitor (VMM). Virtualization layer
550 may present a virtual operating platform that appears
like networking hardware to virtual machine 540.
[0088] As shown in Figure 5, hardware 530 may be a
standalone network node with generic or specific com-
ponents. Hardware 530 may comprise antenna 5225 and
may implement some functions via virtualization. Alter-
natively, hardware 530 may be part of a larger cluster of
hardware (e.g. such as in a data center or customer
premise equipment (CPE)) where many hardware nodes
work together and are managed via management and
orchestration (MANO) 5100, which, among others, over-
sees lifecycle management of applications 520.
[0089] Virtualization of the hardware is in some con-
texts referred to as network function virtualization (NFV).
NFV may be used to consolidate many network equip-
ment types onto industry standard high volume server
hardware, physical switches, and physical storage,
which can be located in data centers, and customer

premise equipment.
[0090] In the context of NFV, virtual machine 540 may
be a software implementation of a physical machine that
runs programs as if they were executing on a physical,
non-virtualized machine. Each of virtual machines 540,
and that part of hardware 530 that executes that virtual
machine, be it hardware dedicated to that virtual machine
and/or hardware shared by that virtual machine with oth-
ers of the virtual machines 540, forms a separate virtual
network elements (VNE).
[0091] Still in the context of NFV, Virtual Network Func-
tion (VNF) is responsible for handling specific network
functions that run in one or more virtual machines 540
on top of hardware networking infrastructure 530 and cor-
responds to application 520 in Figure 5.
[0092] In some embodiments, one or more radio units
5200 that each include one or more transmitters 5220
and one or more receivers 5210 may be coupled to one
or more antennas 5225. Radio units 5200 may commu-
nicate directly with hardware nodes 530 via one or more
appropriate network interfaces and may be used in com-
bination with the virtual components to provide a virtual
node with radio capabilities, such as a radio access node
or a base station.
[0093] In some embodiments, some signalling can be
effected with the use of control system 5230 which may
alternatively be used for communication between the
hardware nodes 530 and radio units 5200.
[0094] Figure 6 is a flow chart, which depicts a method
in accordance with particular embodiments, and specif-
ically a method performed by a wireless device for cal-
culating a subscription concealed identifier, SUCI. The
method begins at step 602 when the wireless device re-
ceives a message indicating a criterion associated with
a size of a SUCI. At step 604, the wireless device calcu-
lates the SUCI based on an encryption scheme. At step
606, the wireless device determines whether the calcu-
lated SUCI satisfies the criterion associated with the size
of the SUCI. At step 608, the wireless device uses the
calculated SUCI only if it is determined that it satisfies
the criterion associated with the size of the SUCI. More
specifically, if the wireless device determines that the cal-
culated SUCI does not satisfy the criterion associated
with the size of the SUCI (that is, for example, if the size
of the SUCI exceeds a maximum size), in certain em-
bodiments the wireless device does not send the calcu-
lated SUCI to the network. The maximum size may be
set based on the scheme used for calculating the SUCI.
[0095] Figure 7 is a schematic block diagram of a virtual
apparatus 700 in a wireless network (for example, the
wireless network shown in Figure 3). The apparatus may
be implemented in a wireless device or network node
(e.g., wireless device 310 or network node 360 shown in
Figure 3). Apparatus 700 is operable to carry out the ex-
ample method described with reference to Figure 8 and
possibly any other processes or methods disclosed here-
in. It is also to be understood that the method of Figure
8 is not necessarily carried out solely by apparatus 700.
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At least some operations of the method can be performed
by one or more other entities.
[0096] Virtual Apparatus 700 may comprise process-
ing circuitry, which may include one or more microproc-
essor or microcontrollers, as well as other digital hard-
ware, which may include digital signal processors
(DSPs), special-purpose digital logic, and the like. The
processing circuitry may be configured to execute pro-
gram code stored in memory, which may include one or
several types of memory such as read-only memory
(ROM), random-access memory, cache memory, flash
memory devices, optical storage devices, etc. Program
code stored in memory includes program instructions for
executing one or more telecommunications and/or data
communications protocols as well as instructions for car-
rying out one or more of the techniques described herein,
in several embodiments. In some implementations, the
processing circuitry may be used to cause receiving unit
702, calculating unit 704, determining unit 706, and using
unit 708 and any other suitable units of apparatus 700 to
perform corresponding functions according to one or
more embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0097] As illustrated in Figure 7, apparatus 700 in-
cludes receiving unit 702, for receiving a message indi-
cating a criterion associated with a size of a SUCI; cal-
culating unit 704, for calculating the SUCI based on an
encryption scheme; determining unit 706, for determining
whether the calculated SUCI satisfies the criterion asso-
ciated with the size of the SUCI; and using unit 708, for
using the calculated SUCI only if it is determined that it
satisfies the criterion associated with the size of the SUCI.
[0098] The term unit may have conventional meaning
in the field of electronics, electrical devices and/or elec-
tronic devices and may include, for example, electrical
and/or electronic circuitry, devices, modules, processors,
memories, logic solid state and/or discrete devices, com-
puter programs or instructions for carrying out respective
tasks, procedures, computations, outputs, and/or dis-
playing functions, and so on, as such as those that are
described herein.
[0099] Figure 8 is a flow chart, which depicts a method
in accordance with particular embodiments, and specif-
ically a method performed by a network function to iden-
tify an invalid subscription concealed identifier, SUCI.
The method comprises:

step 812, receiving a message containing a SUCI;

step 814, determining a size of the SUCI contained
in the received message;

step 816, determining an expected size of the SUCI
in the received message;

step 818, determining whether the size of the SUCI
contained in the received message satisfies a crite-
rion associated with the expected size;

step 820, determining that the SUCI in the received
message is invalid if the size of the SUCI contained
in the received message does not satisfy the criterion
associated with the expected size; and

step 822, rejecting the SUCI in the received message
if it is determined to be invalid.

[0100] Figure 9 illustrates a schematic block diagram
of a virtual apparatus 900 in a wireless network (for ex-
ample, the wireless network shown in Figure 3). The ap-
paratus may be implemented in a wireless device or net-
work node (e.g., wireless device 310 or network node
360 shown in Figure 3). Apparatus 900 is operable to
carry out the example method described with reference
to Figure 8 and possibly any other processes or methods
disclosed herein. It is also to be understood that the meth-
od of Figure 8 is not necessarily carried out solely by
apparatus 900. At least some operations of the method
can be performed by one or more other entities.
[0101] Virtual Apparatus 900 may comprise process-
ing circuitry, which may include one or more microproc-
essor or microcontrollers, as well as other digital hard-
ware, which may include digital signal processors
(DSPs), special-purpose digital logic, and the like. The
processing circuitry may be configured to execute pro-
gram code stored in memory, which may include one or
several types of memory such as read-only memory
(ROM), random-access memory, cache memory, flash
memory devices, optical storage devices, etc. Program
code stored in memory includes program instructions for
executing one or more telecommunications and/or data
communications protocols as well as instructions for car-
rying out one or more of the techniques described herein,
in several embodiments. In some implementations, the
processing circuitry may be used to cause receiving unit
902, determining unit 904, determining unit 906, deter-
mining unit 908, determining unit 910, and rejecting unit
912, and any other suitable units of apparatus 900 to
perform corresponding functions according one or more
embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0102] As illustrated in Figure 9, apparatus 900 in-
cludes receiving unit 902, for receiving a message con-
taining a SUCI; determining unit 904, for determining a
size of the SUCI contained in the received message; de-
termining unit 906, for determining an expected size of
the SUCI in the received message; determining unit 908,
for determining whether the size of the SUCI contained
in the received message satisfies a criterion associated
with the expected size; determining unit 910, for deter-
mining that the SUCI in the received message is invalid
if the size of the SUCI contained in the received message
does not satisfy the criterion associated with the expect-
ed size; and rejecting unit 912, for rejecting the SUCI in
the received message if it is determined to be invalid.
[0103] The term unit may have conventional meaning
in the field of electronics, electrical devices and/or elec-
tronic devices and may include, for example, electrical
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and/or electronic circuitry, devices, modules, processors,
memories, logic solid state and/or discrete devices, com-
puter programs or instructions for carrying out respective
tasks, procedures, computations, outputs, and/or dis-
playing functions, and so on, as such as those that are
described herein.

ABBREVIATIONS

[0104] At least some of the following abbreviations may
be used in this disclosure. If there is an inconsistency
between abbreviations, preference should be given to
how it is used above. If listed multiple times below, the
first listing should be preferred over any subsequent list-
ing(s).

1x RTT CDMA2000 1x Radio Transmission
Technology

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project
5G 5th Generation
ABS Almost Blank Subframe
ARQ Automatic Repeat Request
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
BCCH Broadcast Control Channel
BCH Broadcast Channel
CA Carrier Aggregation
CC Carrier Component
CCCH SDU Common Control Channel SDU
CDMA Code Division Multiplexing Access
CGI Cell Global Identifier
CIR Channel Impulse Response
CP Cyclic Prefix
CPICH Common Pilot Channel
CPICH Ec/No CPICH Received energy per chip di-

vided by the power density in the band
CQI Channel Quality information
C-RNTI Cell RNTI
CSI Channel State Information
DCCH Dedicated Control Channel
DL Downlink
DM Demodulation
DMRS Demodulation Reference Signal
DRX Discontinuous Reception
DTX Discontinuous Transmission
DTCH Dedicated Traffic Channel
DUT Device Under Test
E-CID Enhanced Cell-ID (positioning meth-

od)
E-SMLC Evolved-Serving Mobile Location Cen-

tre
ECGI Evolved CGI
eNB E-UTRAN NodeB
ePDCCH enhanced Physical Downlink Control

Channel
E-SMLC evolved Serving Mobile Location Cent-

er
E-UTRA Evolved UTRA
E-UTRAN Evolved UTRAN

FDD Frequency Division Duplex
FFS For Further Study
GERAN GSM EDGE Radio Access Network
gNB Base station in NR
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System
GSM Global System for Mobile communica-

tion
HARQ Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request
HO Handover
HSPA High Speed Packet Access
HRPD High Rate Packet Data
LOS Line of Sight
LPP LTE Positioning Protocol
LTE Long-Term Evolution
MAC Medium Access Control
MBMS Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Serv-

ices
MBSFN Multimedia Broadcast multicast serv-

ice Single Frequency Network
MBSFN ABS MBSFN Almost Blank Subframe
MDT Minimization of Drive Tests
MIB Master Information Block
MME Mobility Management Entity
MSC Mobile Switching Center
NPDCCH Narrowband Physical Downlink Con-

trol Channel
NR New Radio
OCNG OFDMA Channel Noise Generator
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi-

plexing
OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi-

ple Access
OSS Operations Support System
OTDOA Observed Time Difference of Arrival
O&M Operation and Maintenance
PBCH Physical Broadcast Channel
P-CCPCH Primary Common Control Physical

Channel
PCell Primary Cell
PCFICH Physical Control Format Indicator

Channel
PDCCH Physical Downlink Control Channel
PDP Profile Delay Profile
PDSCH Physical Downlink Shared Channel
PGW Packet Gateway
PHICH Physical Hybrid-ARQ Indicator Chan-

nel
PLMN Public Land Mobile Network
PMI Precoder Matrix Indicator
PRACH Physical Random Access Channel
PRS Positioning Reference Signal
PSS Primary Synchronization Signal
PUCCH Physical Uplink Control Channel
PUSCH Physical Uplink Shared Channel
RACH Random Access Channel
QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
RAN Radio Access Network
RAT Radio Access Technology
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RLM Radio Link Management
RNC Radio Network Controller
RNTI Radio Network Temporary Identifier
RRC Radio Resource Control
RRM Radio Resource Management
RS Reference Signal
RSCP Received Signal Code Power
RSRP Reference Symbol Received Power

OR Reference Signal Received Power
RSRQ Reference Signal Received Quality OR

Reference Symbol Received Quality
RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator
RSTD Reference Signal Time Difference
SCH Synchronization Channel
SCell Secondary Cell
SDU Service Data Unit
SFN System Frame Number
SGW Serving Gateway
SI System Information
SIB System Information Block
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
SON Self Optimized Network
SS Synchronization Signal
SSS Secondary Synchronization Signal
TDD Time Division Duplex
TDOA Time Difference of Arrival
TOA Time of Arrival
TSS Tertiary Synchronization Signal
TTI Transmission Time Interval
UE User Equipment
UL Uplink
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunication

System
USIM Universal Subscriber Identity Module
UTDOA Uplink Time Difference of Arrival
UTRA Universal Terrestrial Radio Access
UTRAN Universal Terrestrial Radio Access

Network
WCDMA Wide CDMA
WLAN Wide Local Area Network

[0105] Embodiments of the invention include the fol-
lowing statements:

STATEMENTS

[0106] Statement 1. A method performed by a wireless
device for calculating a subscription concealed identifier,
SUCI, the method comprising:

- receiving a message indicating a criterion associat-
ed with a size of a SUCI;

- calculating the SUCI based on an encryption
scheme;

- determining whether the calculated SUCI satisfies
the criterion associated with the size of the SUCI; and

- using the calculated SUCI only if it is determined that
it satisfies the criterion associated with the size of

the SUCI.

[0107] Statement 2. The method of statement 1,
wherein the step of using the calculated SUCI only if it is
determined that it satisfies the criterion associated with
the size of the SUCI comprises not sending the calculated
SUCI if it is determined that it does not satisfy the criterion
associated with the size of the SUCI.
[0108] Statement 3. The method of statement 1 or 2,
comprising receiving the message indicating the criterion
associated with the size of a SUCI in a broadcast mes-
sage.
[0109] Statement 4. The method according to state-
ment 1 or 2, comprising receiving the message indicating
the criterion associated with the size of a SUCI in a pro-
tocol message sent specifically to the wireless device.
[0110] Statement 5. The method according to any of
statements 1 to 4, wherein the criterion associated with
the size of the SUCI comprises a maximum size.
[0111] Statement 6. The method according to any of
statements 1 to 4, wherein the criterion associated with
the size of the SUCI comprises a minimum size.
[0112] Statement 7. The method according to any of
statements 1 to 4, wherein the criterion associated with
the size of the SUCI comprises a size range.
[0113] Statement 8. A method performed by a network
function to identify an invalid subscription concealed
identifier, SUCI, the method comprising:

- receiving a message containing a SUCI;
- determining a size of the SUCI contained in the re-

ceived message;
- determining an expected size of the SUCI in the re-

ceived message;
- determining whether the size of the SUCI contained

in the received message satisfies a criterion associ-
ated with the expected size;

- determining that the SUCI in the received message
is invalid if the size of the SUCI contained in the re-
ceived message does not satisfy the criterion asso-
ciated with the expected size; and

- rejecting the SUCI in the received message if it is
determined to be invalid.

[0114] Statement 9. The method according to state-
ment 8, comprising determining the expected size of the
SUCI in the received message based on an encryption
scheme used for calculating the SUCI.
[0115] Statement 10. The method according to state-
ment 9, further comprising receiving a message contain-
ing an encryption scheme identifier indicating the encryp-
tion scheme used for calculating the SUCI.
[0116] Statement 11. The method according to state-
ment 10, wherein the encryption scheme used for calcu-
lating the SUCI is a standardized encryption scheme.
[0117] Statement 12. The method according to state-
ment 10, wherein the encryption scheme used for calcu-
lating the SUCI is a proprietary encryption scheme.
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[0118] Statement 13. The method according to any of
statements 8 to 12, wherein the expected size of the SUCI
in the received message applies to all SUCIs in the net-
work.
[0119] Statement 14. The method according to any of
statements 8 to 12, wherein the expected size of the SUCI
in the received message applies to all SUCIs in a local
area of the network.
[0120] Statement 15. The method according to any of
statements 8 to 12, comprising determining the expected
size of the SUCI in the received message based on at
least one other factor.
[0121] Statement 16. The method according to state-
ment 15, wherein the at least one other factor comprises:
time, location, network load, network type, operator in-
formation, or roaming partner information.
[0122] Statement 17. The method according to any of
statements 8 to 16, wherein the criterion associated with
the expected size comprises a maximum size that is
greater than the expected size.
[0123] Statement 18. The method according to any of
statements 8 to 16, wherein the criterion associated with
the expected size comprises a minimum size that is
smaller than the expected size.
[0124] Statement 19. The method according to any of
statements 8 to 16, wherein the criterion associated with
the expected size comprises a size range that encom-
passes the expected size.
[0125] Statement 20. A wireless device, comprising:

- processing circuitry configured to perform any of the
steps of any of statements 1 to 7; and

- power supply circuitry configured to supply power to
the wireless device.

[0126] Statement 21. A network node, comprising:

- processing circuitry configured to perform any of the
steps of any of statements 8 to 19;

- power supply circuitry configured to supply power to
the network node.

[0127] Statement 22. A user equipment (UE), the UE
comprising:

- an antenna configured to send and receive wireless
signals;

- radio front-end circuitry connected to the antenna
and to processing circuitry, and configured to condi-
tion signals communicated between the antenna and
the processing circuitry;

- the processing circuitry being configured to perform
any of the steps of statements 1 to 7;

- an input interface connected to the processing cir-
cuitry and configured to allow input of information
into the UE to be processed by the processing cir-
cuitry;

- an output interface connected to the processing cir-
cuitry and configured to output information from the
UE that has been processed by the processing cir-
cuitry; and

- a battery connected to the processing circuitry and
configured to supply power to the UE.

[0128] Statement 23. A communication system includ-
ing a host computer comprising:

- processing circuitry configured to provide user data;
and

- a communication interface configured to forward the
user data to a cellular network for transmission to a
user equipment (UE),

- wherein the cellular network comprises a network
node having an interface and processing circuitry,
the network node’s processing circuitry configured
to perform any of the steps of any of statements 8
to 19.

[0129] Statement 24. The communication system of
statement 23 further including the network node.
[0130] Statement 25. The communication system of
statements 23 or 24, further including the UE, wherein
the UE is configured to communicate with the network
node.

Claims

1. A method, performed by a network function, to iden-
tify an invalid subscription concealed identifier, SU-
CI, the method comprising the network function:

receiving a message containing a SUCI;
determining that the SUCI in the received mes-
sage is invalid when a size of the SUCI contained
in the received message does not satisfy a cri-
terion associated with an expected size; and
rejecting the SUCI in the received message
when the SUCI in the received message is de-
termined to be invalid.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the expected size
of the SUCI in the received message is based on an
encryption scheme used for calculating the SUCI.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the encryption
scheme used for calculating the SUCI is a standard-
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ized encryption scheme.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the encryption
scheme used for calculating the SUCI is a proprietary
encryption scheme.

5. The method of any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the ex-
pected size of the SUCI in the received message
applies to all SUCIs in the network.

6. The method of any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the ex-
pected size of the SUCI in the received message
applies to all SUCIs in a local area of the network.

7. The method of any of claims 1 to 4, further comprising
determining the expected size of the SUCI in the
received message based on at least one other factor.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the at least one other
factor comprises: time, location, network load, net-
work type, operator information, or roaming partner
information.

9. The method of any of claims 1 to 8, wherein the cri-
terion associated with the expected size comprises
a maximum size that is greater than the expected
size.

10. The method of any of clams 1 to 8, wherein the cri-
terion associated with the expected size comprises
a minimum size that is smaller than the expected
size.

11. The method of any of claims 1 to 8, wherein the cri-
terion associated with the expected size comprises
a size range that encompasses the expected size.

12. A network node configured to identify an invalid sub-
scription concealed identifier, SUCI, the network
node comprising:

processing circuitry;
memory containing instructions executable by
the processing circuitry whereby the network
node is operative to:

receive a message containing a SUCI;
determine that the SUCI in the received
message is invalid when a size of the SUCI
contained in the received message does not
satisfy a criterion associated with an expect-
ed size; and
reject the SUCI in the received message
when the SUCI in the received message is
determined to be invalid.
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